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About This Game

The Great Forest was once a vibrant land gifted to humanity by the gods themselves. Alas, after many bloody wars and the
discovery of forbidden black magic, the forest is now known for its terrible curse in which every decade hordes of undead

ravage a once great civilization. After an outsider accepts a job protecting an old woman from "creatures" keeping her up at
night, he soon finds out about the horrifying calamity first hand.

That outsider is you. Your task is to defend the cabin and yourself from waves of beasts, zombies, demons, and what have you.
Utilize strategy, quick reactions, and a multitude of enhanced arrows and upgrades to make it out alive!

- Simple gameplay (aim, charge, and shoot) that still allows for great challenge
- 20+ levels featuring enemies with various attributes and abilities

- 3 different difficulties to accommodate any level of skill
- Gamepad support
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Simply a good time!. OOH OOOH AAAAAAH AAH. I still have probably dozens, if not hundreds of hours of content in this
game. It is increasingly complex, fun, and sometimes totally frustrating and feels impossible. So, yeah, it's a great tower defense
game that has almost limitless content, it seems, especially with randomized maps and user made maps. Get it.. I played for a
while. I loved that it was exclusively HO only, no adventuring or other puzzles. However, the images are barely clear enough to
make out what you're looking for. I got annoyed rather quickly. Avoid unless at steep discount and only for hardcore HO fans. I
will say I got my money's worth as I only paid about $1.. I suck hard at this game, while my wife is a goddess at it. Still, it's fun.
Think fast! Woops, too late. You shot that colored ball at the wrong spot, or hesitated a moment too long, or something. Or you
just plain failed to do enough complicated things to get the balls to move backward a bit, often enough to avoid losing (as the
levels get harder and harder).

This game makes my head explode, but it is very well designed. Simple and fun, with plenty of challenges.. Simple Moblie Port,
mouse controls are a bit off but for $5(on sale) it is dumb and addictive. I have spent a bit of time playing it while playing other
games, until I found that it only saves games locally. I was on a trip I found that I needed to start over is when I decided to quit.
Other then that pick it up on a Sale or Free on Mobile.. I absolutely admire Aldin Dynamics for releasing this free as a
promotional press kit demo. I would absolutely support them in their future projects. This is the sort of behavior devs need to
clue in on. Get your name out there, a fanbase, before you slop together a techdemo charging premium rates pi$$ing off
everyone.

Can\'t wait to see their future projects.. First and second level were decent but factory level was nothing but enemy spam down a
close quarters corridor. my gun stopped shooting while i was still alive and enemies spawn way too close. second or third round
of enemies spawn while youre strill trying to get rid of the first round of enemies down a completely different angle. i feel like
there was no level design in the factory mission, it was just an obnoxious amount of enmies and blood covering my entire screen
so i couldnt tell what was going on. it was too hard to aim for headshots. shotgun pops up out of nowhere and when i ran out of
ammo my assault rifle didnt come back. Please construct actual level design and appropriate pacing, lower the gore effects, and
fix the bugs with the gun switching\/shooting if you want this game to sell.. no development and no content. enough said.. If you
like these old school scrolling shooters like Darius check this out, very few cheep deaths, lots of weapons to choose from, lots of
replay value, very fun.
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This is a extremely gimped version of EF2000. No heads-down displays, inferior UI - it's basically an arcade version of that
game. If you're looking for EF2000, keep looking because you will be disappointed by this game.. This game is a huge rip off. It
advertises three levels of computer difficulty and there's not even an option to play the computer. It is strictly multiplayer. You
can play a friend on your computer and the board spins around when it's the other persons turn. Or, you can play online. I cannot
believe Steam would allow such misleading advertising for their softward. Unbelievable. Don't get this game. It's hot garbage.. 
*This review is for The Smuggler DLC only

A solid unit that is edging OP status, especially if used properly and aligned with the right skill sets.

The DLC bundle I purchased included the Globethrower and the Smuggler (this), and the price is fairly reasonable especially while
it is on sale. The DLC included two level 7 smugglers with purple gear and free unassigned skill points.

The Smuggler units can hold their own, lock down an area and as of late has been earning MVP awards for doing the most
damage and killshots.. SPOILER:
I thought this movie was awesome and here's why. The way that's it's produced or shot this movie is so 'raw". You feel present in the
moment. You can feel the stress, tension, the clock counting down but you can also feel the creativity, positive energy. I'm impressed
by how professional everyone remained during a 48 hour game jam. Everyone got along and they remained good sports through
the end. As a gamer and a game developer I felt like I was there. This is like a Cinderella story for game developers. I mean these
guys got to pitch to the big dogs and they got contracts! What better outcome could any of us want... Congrats to those dudes!! Great
movie. I highly recommend.

Spoiler: I do wish that PlayStation and Oculus would've allowed cameras in to watch the pitch but I understand why they didn't..
Good attempt.. but was expecting better graphics and it seems a little laggy at some parts of the game. I.e. when i slashed at an
opponent, there's like a 0.5sec lag before i see the opponent got damaged. waste of money
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